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CAVES
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KARST

Research in Speleology
formerly CAVE NOTES
Volume 9, No. 3

May/ June 1967

THE SUBTERRANEAN NICHE OF Pseudo meta biologica
(Arachnida; Araneidae)
IN THE SANTA CRUZ CAVES, CALIFORNIA,
WITH COMMENTS ON ECOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE
IN THE CAVE ENVIRONMENT
by RICHARD E. GRAHAM ,· Cave Research Associates
Introduction
This is the first of several reports dealing with the cave fauna of the Santa Cruz region
whose habitats are being destroyed as human population increase takes its inevitable toll of
the natural surroundings. The caves lie near the southern tip of the Coast Range redwood
forest in a foggy maritime climate. Their low altitude (between 100 and 170m) suggests
that during the late Tertiary and early Quaternary they were inundated by the sea several
times as the California coastline was llndergoing changes in elevation (ALEXANDER, 1953) .
The setting and history of these
caves is strikingly different from
that of other California caves and
may be conveniently treated as a
distinct zoogeographic unit - the
Santa Cruz Cave Fauna.
The spider Pseudometa biologica is a notable member of the
Santa Cruz Cave Fauna and is not
known from caves outside this area.
It resembles the cave spider of eastern United States and Europe, Meta
menardi, in its habits and its role
as a major predator of the flying insects of the Twilight Zone; neither
spider is limited to caves. Most observations on Pseudometa biologica
were made in Empire Cave. Prior
to August 1962, Empire Cave had
a stable population of spiders. It
was reported that the cave was to be
permanently closed on August 7,
1962; however, the completed cement cap over the cave mouth included a small opening about one
meter square. By the following year
this alteration had effected a profound influence on the distribution
of the cave community. It was possible to compare the spider population under the new conditions with
its previous distribution in the cave.
In order to delimit the cave
portion of the total niche of Pseu- Figure 1. A female Pseudometa bi%gica tending her
dometa biologica it is necessary to cocoon in the Twilight Zone of Emp ire Cave, Santa
consider in detail the species as ob- Cruz County , California (length of abdomen 7.3mm).
(>Present address: Department of Zoology and Physiology, Rutgers University, Newark, New Jersey)
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served in the Santa Cruz caves. A list of records, dates, and population distribution including temperature, humidity, and light zone information is aiso given in the appendix.
Pseudometa biologica in caves
The orb-weaver, Pselldometa biologica (Figure 1), was observed in fissures, tunnels
and caves in the vicinity of Cave Creek, Santa Cruz County, California. The greatest permanent population was found in the Twilight Zone of Empire Cave. This large, dark
spider contrasted sharply with the cave walls and was easily observed resting in exposed
positions on or behind its web. In late summer, numerous egg sacs for rearing young ( Figure 1 ) were slung behind the webs of females. Females characteristically moved to their
"COCOOI1S" when disturbed. All breeding females were in the Outer Twilight Zone or at
the cave mouth; no egg sacs were found deeper in the cave (for criteria of light zones,
see GRAHAM, 1966 ). Population density decreased steadily with depth. The last spider
was located near the innermost extent of the diurnal photic tide. Immatures and juveniles
predominated in the deeper areas, and adu lts almost exclusively inhabited webs closer
to the cave entrance and in stronger light. Presumably, adults competed for web sites in the
outer entrance chamber, as webs were closely spaced. Further study is needed to determine
if this distribution of age groups is due to competition, how the new-born fares in an already
heavily populated Empire Cave, and whether breeding is limited only to the mouth and
Outer Twilight Zone.
Webs built on open walls, corners, and over depressions were oriented towards the
strongest avai lable light (Figure 2). Deeper in the cave, webs faced reflected light in the
same manner. The deepest web (Zone 4) also faced the dim light window. An individual
taken here in 1962 was replaced the following year by another juvenile. Unlike the remaining deep cave with clay floors, subject to winter flooding, and with little animal life, this
deepest web-site was a wall shelf in a humus soil with live tree roots, organic debris, and a
local faunule similar in composition to that of the mid-entrance.
Since abundance of prey decreased with depth, the density of spiders was assumed
to be adjusted accordingly (see TURNBULL, 1964) . For example, after the new opening
had reduced the avai lab ility of light, the greatest concentration of spiders formed about
the new cave mouth. A similar shift occurred in the prey. It is noteworthy that the artificial
entrance shielded the outer entrance in such a way that Zones 1 and 2 received a marked
reduction in light conditions although Zones 3 and 4 seemed to have been almost
unchanged. It is thought that this new shift of webs was a response to the shift of prey,
such as the most abundant and more light-sensitive dipterans and moths, rather than a
direct response to a change in the light gradient. The mycetophilids and sciarids were still
present at the deepest web-site, where it was still possible to detect the entrance light. In
effect, the total range of the spider remained unaltered except by a shift in its center of
maximum concentration of individuals.
Pseudometa biologica is described here as a cave inhabitant, but in order to define its
niche it is essential to state the criteria for determining cave niches.
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Figure 2. Plan view of the photic area of Emp ire Cave , California . A sample representation of
orb webs of Pseudometa biologica is shown by bars in their positions and orientations of
August 1962. The numbers refer to light conditions described in Figure 3.

Cave niche boundaries
The fundamental concepts of cave ecological community dynamics developed by
Jeannel (1926) and Leruth ( 1939) are generally regarded as the best available schemes
(VANDEL, 1966); however, they lack sufficient resolution when applied to real situations
(TERCAFS, 1959) . Their schemes divide ~he cave environment into major biotopes; i.e.,
regions of uniform chemical and physical makeup. Within each biotope is a characteristic
animal assemblage (synusium) whose total biotic interrelationships constitute a biocoenose.
For example the Parietal (wall) Region of the Twilight Zone constitutes the Parietal Biotope, containing a Parietal Fauna. Since the biotope is defined by physical factors, this scheme
implies that the limits of the fauna would also be set by the same factors. Yet, within the
classic biotopes, cave fauna either is often highly localized or overlaps biotopes.
Unfortunately this approach has never been brought to fruition , because of the apparent complexity of animal activity within caves. Biocoenoses based upon biotopes are
seldom clearly defined. Unlike plant life, which is extremely sensitive to its microhabitat
and often limited to one biotope, animals are seldom so stenozonal. Since animal ecology
borrows liberally from botanical concepts, it lacks unique methods and concepts of its
own ( HESSE, ALLEE, and SCHMIDT, 1962) to cope with these seeming inconsistencies. The
microhabitat alone is not sufficient to define the biological role of a species of animal, because the added dimensions of movement and activity are precisely what distinguish
animals from plants.
If the biotope approach is applied to a real situation, it becomes apparent that species
do not distribute themselves uniformly throughout the Parietal Region. The Parietal Synusium is much more complex. Specifically, Pselldometa biologica occupies a supraparietal
habitat ranging from surface-like conditions at the cave mouth to near troglic at the deep
end of the light gradient; in turn, the webs are adjacent to moss, then algae, and finally
DARK ZONE. APHOTIC

, ~",--,- , - -,,- ,--, -,-

----.... -.5.-- -.-

-~---~,~---.--------------------Figure 3 . Diagrammatic representation of the stable cave aerial carnivore niche of the Twi light
Zone as defined by Pseudometa biologica in the Santa Cruz caves, California. Note that the
niche involves th e air space away from the wall surface in the path of flying insects. The
numbers designate estimated light zones as labeled.
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bare cave walls. The volume of air includes a variety of Bying and jumping animals that
differs from one end of this distribution to the other. The PsetUiometa biologica habitat includes various microhabitats.
Instead of approaching this problem from the microhabitat, attention should be
focused on the total extent of the space occupied by the individual species in a steady state.
The tOtal area of occupancy circumscribes the niche that in turn is based upon activity and
habitat. Within this space it is possible to make a vectOrial analysis of the physical variables
and population phenomena along the lines of reasoning developed by Hutchinson (1957)
and Slobodkin (1962). The pattern exhibited by Pse11dometa biologica can be represented
geometrically as an n-dimensional space, or hypervolume; the n coordinates of each point
are each a measure of the environmental state permitting the species to succeed. The subterranean portion of the niche of the Santa Cruz cave spider remained stable as that of an
aerial carnivore stationed on webs and operating within a volume of relatively calm air
and reduced light adjacent to the cave walls (Figure 3) . The importance of food availability on the distribution and density within the species space is demonstrated by the shift
closer to the new cave mouth by much of the population when light reduction inBuenced
the depth to which prey penetrated the cave. A hypervolume analysis permits comparting
the niche into as many subdivisions as are necessary for an analysis of community dynamics
within the tOtal cave environment.
The role of this spider within the cave is best described by considering its predatory
efficiency.
PredatOry efficiency of Pseudometa biologica
The efficiency of Pse1tdometa biologica as an aerial predatOr within the cave Twilight
Zone can be approximated using a simple geometric probability technique (see WILKS,
1966) . Using the August 7, 1962 sketch of the mouth of Empire Cave (Figure 4) showing
the position of webs, it can be asked, "What would be the probability of a flying insect
encountering the web surface as it entered the cave mouth?" A conservative estimate for
the event of a volant insect encountering a web at random, is roughly equal to the proportion of the area of the entrance enclosed by webs. The mouth is approximately 5 square
meters in cross-section, of which two are covered by webs. A crane-fly, if equally likely to
By anywhere into the cave mouth, has a 0.6 chance of success; or, on the average, 40 out
of 100 craneflies would hit a web and not gain access to the entrance chamber. Furthermore,
if the survivors successfully avoided the many webs within the Twilight Zone (Figure
2), an additional 24 might be ensnared on the way Out.
The spider's predatOry efficiency may be even higher. Disturbed insects fly along surfaces tOuching the substrate several times before landing. The major Bight pathway and
roosts are along walls and thus amongst the webs.
Ecological equivalents of Pseudo meta biologica
Since the niche is defined by the organism, the presence of a particular organism is
evidence for the existence of that niche. If this organism is replaced by anOther species,
and their niches are similar, then ecologic equivalence is likely. The niche, as defined by
the endemic Pseudometa biologica, resembles that of the widespread Holarctic, Meta
m enardi. Accounts of Meta m enardi from caves (BANTA, 1907; BLATCHLEY, 1896; COMSTOCK, 1912; ]EANNEL, 1926; LERUTH, 1939; MCCOOK, 1889-1894, and TERCAFS, 1960)
agree in general with the description of Pse1tdometa biologica, although species differences
probably exist. Barr (1963) describes Meta menardi in the Snowball Dining Room of
Mammoth Cave, a tOurist rest and lunch room 200 feet below the surface. Flies, a source
of food for this spider, are common in this artificially lighted chamber connected directly
to the surface by an elevatOr shaft. This example suggests the niche requirements for successful occupation of the cave environment by orb-weavers.
Since both spiders occupy the aerial carnivore niche of the Twilight Zone, Parietal
BiotOpe, they are ecological equivalents. This niche is utilized by Other spiders in California
namely Hypochil1ts petmnkevitchi, Pimoa sp., Meta Curtisi and Metellina curtisi.
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Figure 4 . Reconstruction of the Empire Cave mouth from field sketches of August 1962,
showing the placement of Psetldom eta bi%gica orb webs . The foreground measures approxi-

mately 6m in width.

Conclusions
Psetldometa biologica inhabits a stable four-dimensional space of an aerial carnivore
of the cave entrance Twilight Zone, preying upon flying and hopping insects in transit
along the airways adjacent to the walls. This niche is similar to that of Meta menardi.
Presumably, other spiders occupy this niche and ecologic equivalence is common. Seasonal
influx of flying insects into cave entrances is a well-known phenemenon and provides
ample food for support of various predaceous niches in addition to that discussed above.
The niche or hypervolume is recommended as a fundamental unit for analyzing the
cave community. Not only does it provide a means for determining ecological equivalence,
but also ecological equivalence may suggest similarity in community dynamics. A sound
ecological classification of cavernicoles based upon actual niches can avoid the arbitrary
measures often employed in the literature. Caves are ideally suited for hypervolume determination, since they are rather confined spaces of variable conditions near the surface
and contain a rigorous interior environment. With increased depth, the cave biocoenose
diminishes in complexity because of the presence of fewer niches. The summation of all
cave-adapted niches, beginning with the cave mouth, and the activities within each hypervolume with respect to the physical surroundings is a sound basis for studying cave
communities on their own terms.
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APPENDIX
The following material was identified by Willis J. Gertsch and deposited in the
American Museum of Natural HistOry:
California, Santa CritZ ComIty: DOLLOFF CAVE : 1 female, 2 immatures, no. 2460, August 28, 1963,
8.6-10.2°C, R .H . 90 % , visible population of seven individuals in light zones 1-3 (see text and Figure
3); EMPIRE CAVE : 2 females, 2 immatures, no. 1653 -1656, January 29, 1960, 6.9-7 .3°C, 94-99 % ,
observed ten individuals distributed through areas 1-4 ; 3 females , 1 male, 10 subadults, 1 immature,
no. 2072-2074, August 7,1962, 9.0-9.3°C, R.H. 100 % , visible population exceeding 45 individuals of
all ages, 10 egg sacs seen, population density greatest in the outer 11m of the entrance chamber, distribution from 1 to 4; 3 females , I male, 1 immature, no. 2451, August 26, 1963, 9.3 -10.9°C, 96-100 % , 19
adults, seven egg sacs and m any immatures and juveniles seen, population decrease beyond 5m within
cave (entrance partially sealed) , species distributed throug h light zones 1 to 4; IXL CAVE: 1 immature
no. 2479, August 28, 1963, in area 2; no others seen.
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PROCEEDINGS
At a recent meeting of the Board of Trustees of Cave Research Asociates, twO new
members were elected to membership as Associates. They are:
D erek C. Ford, Department of Geography, McMaster University,
H ami lton, Ontario, Canada
Gerald Platten, Editor: British Caver, R otherlield, England
Their contr ibutions to speleology are many and well known, and their experience broad.
W e are privileged to place them on our membership roll. .

ANNOUNCEMENT
Russian Speleological Journal Available

tn

the U.S.

IN STITUT KAR STOVEDEN IY A I SPELEOLOGII, PERMSKOGO UN IVE RSITA. (1965). P es/;chery (Caves), no. 5 ( Speleologichesk ii Byulleten no. 6), 203p. (A vailable for $l.50
from Victor Kamkin, Inc., 1410 Columbia Rd. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. Minimum ma il orde r is $2 .00.)
This issue of the oldest of the two annually published Russian speleological journals,
is nearly twi ce as long as previous numbers. It includes 35 short papers (5 of which are
reviews ) on the origin, distribution, min eralogy, meteorology and archeo logy of caves,
as we ll as descriptions and maps of caves, pits (mis-transla ted as karst mines) and karst
bridges. T here are 10 additional news nmes and h istorica l commentaries and also a book
review. Diverse subjects discussed range from ice caves in gypsum and anhydrite to a
sy llabus for a course in cave mineralogy. T he text is in Russia n, but the table of contents
is also printed in English.
- JFQ
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REVIEWS
GRANT, CAMPBELL (1964). The Rock Paintings of the Chmnash. University of California
Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles. 163p., 32 color pl., 45 b&w pl., 60 line drawings, 9
maps, bibliography, glossary and index. (S 10.00 )
With the discovery of the Franco-Canrabrian cave painrings at the close of the 19th
cenrury, prehisroric rock an has been the subject of many exquisite picrorial volumes.
Numerous monographs have since been published on rock an in Europe, Africa, and
Australia. Nonh America, on the orher hand, has not received comparable arrenrion. An
imponanr step in this direction is Campbell Granr's The Rock Paintings of the Chmnash,
a work concenrrating on a series of elaborate cave painrings found in the terrirory hisrorically occupied by the Chumash Indians in Southern California. In conrenr, color illustration, and general format the book conrrasts with the drab "scienrific" petroglyph papers
that have preceded it in this counrry. It has been the general attitude of most American
archaeologists that rock an is of minimal value due ro the problems of cultural and temporal
assignmenr, and, on the whole, they have overlooked its value ro an history.

Mr. Granr is more positive than his predecessors, attributing the Sanra Barbara region
cave painrings ro the Canalino Culture or hisroric Chum ash. The author brings rogether a
great deal of scattered material ro create an ethnographic and hisrorical sketch of Chumash
material culture and society. The richness of this culture is illustrated and gives perspective
to the otherwise detached painrings, something seldom seen in works of this kind.
The author's field investigations increased the known number of painred sites in the
Sanra Barbara region from 19 ro 80. Their distribution is discussed in relation ro the seven
dialect zones found within the Chumash terrirory. Painrings are presenr in all units, but
are more prevalenr in both number and kind in the mounrains rather than along the
coastal strip and islands, where the main Chumash population was concenrrated. The an is
located mainly in exogene caves in tilted sandsrone beds. Painrings range from simple
linear figures ro complex polychrome designs; some decorated walls are up ro 12m in length.
The subject of the cave art is mainly abstract, defying any idenrification. Some painrings conrain "great numbers of fanrastic bug like creatures with multiple legs" (p. 79).
Designs are divided inro represenrational and abstract groups. Realistic represenrations
are few, conrrasting with the European cave art with which most uf us are familiar. On the
basis of graphic techniques, three main styles or types and two subtypes are recognized in
the an: Otttline Style, Linear Red Style, Linear Black or White (subtype), Dotted Style,
and Dotted Polychrome (subtype). This is a welcome divergence from the traditional
definition in this counrry of petroglyph-picrograph styles on the basis of the presence and
absence of cenain designs.
A late temporal assignmenr is suggested b)' the author. Anifactual materials near
the caves are assignable to the Canalino Culture, suggesting that the painrings were done
in the last 1000 years and possibly were still being made unril the beginning of the Mission
Period. Almost as difficult is the question of the purpose and meaning of the art. The author
believes that the sites were shrines or places where rituals were performed. He infers that
the designs probably had religious symbolism and were not purely decorative.
In general the illustrations and plates are superb, but one is bothered by the lack of
basic data. Eighty sites are drawn on for information; however, onl), 17 have been illustrated.
A table with a numerical breakdown of styles and design types for each site would have
been most helpful. This drawback puts serious limitations on the usefulness of the work
for other investigarors, who, no doubt, will wanr more data than are presenred. One is
pleased, on the other hand, ro find general objectivity throughout, especially when considering the subject marrer of the painrings. HO'Ivever, the author's claim that some show that the
anist had a good sense of humor seems unjustified. This reviewer cannot see humor in the
rather simple anrhropomorphic figures in question. The same may be said for claims for
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superioriry in the creativeness and imagination of one artist over another to account for the
divergence between sites. Temporal or possibly function al differences also could account for
part of this variation.
In a fin al section, Grant makes a general survey of rock paintings in California, the
United States, and maj or Old World regions. He concludes from this study that in areas
of settled communities abstract rock art prevails, while in areas of nomadic hunters realistic
art predominates. He further states that "much primitive design starts with an attempt at
naturalism, becoming increasingly formalized as the tradition continues until in longestablished community areas the patterns become so abstract as to be almost unrecognizable
by an outsider" (p. 124 ) . If such is true it must be demonstrated with better evidence than
is now ava ilable. I can not help but feel that this scheme is more influenced by old evoluti onary constructs than by concrete evidence.
This volume will remain as one of the important contributions to the study of
aboriginal art and as a monument to one of the most interesti ng of California tribes. The
result will, I am sure, inspire long overdue recognition and interest in New World rock
art by art historians and archaeologists. Mr. Grant must be commended for his own artistic
ability in reproducting these remarkable paintings, as well as grasping and relating the
story of the people to whom he attributes their authorship.
Louis A. Payen
Cave Research Associates
SLOANE, HOWARD N . and RUSSELL H. GURNEE. Visiting American Caves. Crown Publishers, Inc., New York, 246p. 1966.
Although this book is advertised as being "a comprehensive guide to all the American caves open to the public," it is neither comprehensive nor entirely accurate, which is
quite understandable in view of the difficulties involved in such an undertaking. Nevertheless, it does provide a considerable amount of information of interest to cave tourists. The
book makes brief mention of the origin and general characteristics of various types of caves,
including limestone caves, gypsum caves, sandstone caves, littoral caves, talus caves,
glacieres, and lava tubes. The origin and structure of some varieties of cave formations are
outlined in non-technical terms.
The salient points of interest of hundreds of caves are given, as well as information
regarding tours, local facilities, and any other nearby tourist attractions. The book also includes a glossary of cave terms and a short bibliography. Taking into consideration the
basic purpose of the book and the practical limitations inherent in any popularization, the
authors are to be commended on a job well done. H opefully, this publication will aid in
the preservation of American caves by promoting commercial and governmental protection.
J. G. Day
Cave Research Associates

Cave Research Meeting
Cave Research Associates will hold their Fourth Cave Research Meeting at Branson,
Missouri on Monday and Tu esday, August 28-29, 1967. A session of technical papers on
karst and caves will be followed by an informal general discussion of speleological matters.
All persons having a technical interest in the karst sciences are invited to attend. Abstracts of
origina l papers to be read should be sent to the Meeting Chairman, Thomas Aley, P.O. Box
61, Winona, Missouri, nn later that July 1. Information on the meeting place and accommodations can be obtained by writing Mr. Aley.
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